Film Board Meeting Minutes

Date: 10/16/2018

President Calls Meeting to Order

Approval of Last Week’s Meeting Minutes

Motion to Approve by Luke
Motion Seconded by Kevin

Officer Reports

President
- Ski and Snowboard Club would like to show a movie with us on October 31st. They will sell their own tickets, we will be projecting and selling concessions.
- Credit card situation has not yet been finalized, more work to be done
- APS wants to show Room (2015) with us

Vice President
- Requirements will be fixed
- Sign up for shows
- Committee things are being worked on, make sure to fill out the forthcoming google survey to pick a committee

Treasurer
- Free showing, so no tickets
- Concessions made exactly $200

Secretary
- Clickity Clack

Equipment Supervisor
- Equipment committee meeting coming up, on this Sunday. Time to be emailed out later
- Updating show checklist and detailing projectionist duties

Concessions
- Crunch bars are now being sold

Advertising
- Nothing new
- Automation still being worked on

Webpage
- Like/share/retweet everything

Publicity
- Please pass out table tents

Community Chair
Committee Reports
Advertising
- To be continued
Equipment
- Meeting on Sunday
Judicial
- Will be meeting in a week
Movie
- Voting will happen today

HOW’S THE BOARD?
Old Business
Upcoming Movie Voting
- Our movie choices are interesting, might not do great
- Predator might do well
- Heyse suggests doing the original Predator instead
- Brigitte says the only one with much awareness is The House with a Clock in its Walls
- Kevin says that The Happytime Murders is a Melissa McCarthy movie and people who like those will like it
- Caitlyn suggests that Happytime Murders might be the most likely to do well on a college campus
- Do we want to put a poll out and show an older movie?
  o Josh will be putting out a poll with options
  o Bridget suggests 80s action movies
  o Sam suggests showing a sequence of movies, such as a trilogy
- Possible list:
  - Original Predator
  - Original Alien
  - Addams Family Values
  - Mad Max movies
  - Toy Story Trilogy
  - Back to the Future Trilogy
  - Ghostbusters
  - Happytime Murders
  - New Predator
- House with a Clock in its Walls
- Clerks

Nanocon + 41 North

- Erin could not spend the money to show American Animals for the whole weekend, will instead show two showings, one on Thursday and one on Friday.
- Nanocon offered to show their movie for the whole weekend, so that is what we will do for the rest of the time.
- Show times for Friday might be moved around, we will see what happens.

**HOW’S THE BOARD?**

**New Business**

Equipment Supervisor Constitution and Policy changes (Jerry)

- Revisions to the projectionist policies in constitution
- A historic policy has been that the popcorn machine has been cleaned after every evening, Jerry might want to return to doing this
- We haven’t been doing this lately, instead at the end of the weekend
- If people want to take the popcorn at the end of the extreme, it shouldn’t be needed
- Amendment from two weeks ago:
  - Jerry doesn’t believe that this should have happened the way it did
  - It feels like singling out a specific person
  - There are other courses of action that could be taken
  - Further things will be brought up with the judicial committee and equipment committee in order to remedy other issues within the constitution

**New Member**

- Congratulations to our newest member Casey!

**HOW’S THE BOARD?**

**Motion to Adjourn** by Heyse

Meeting Adjourned